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QUALITY PRIMARY CARE
HealthWise Medical Clinics have a unique business model. We do not bill insurance 
nor charge for visits*. We do not pro�t from having patients come back several times 
like most medical o�ces. If we ask you to come back for a follow up visit, you can be 
sure that it is because you are being provided with the highest quality care around.

Our health care providers can provide treatment based on what they think is best. 
Other health care providers often must treat patients based on what the insurance 
company will allow.

Our health care providers enjoy taking time with each patient and answer all their 
questions and making sure that they understand. Great treatment is never rushed.

A visit to a HealthWise Medical Clinic is often “all inclusive” since we o�er in-house 
blood draws and several in-house medications. Minimizing additional trips to the 
lab or pharmacy after your appointment. 

Our health care providers can also provide referrals to specialists and write prescrip-
tions for any special medications we don’t keep in stock at your personal clinic.  
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* for the sake of compliance, some hsa plans may have a small fee for visits

HealthWise Medical Clinic
YOU ARE IN GREAT HANDS
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